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Literature is human’s expression. Almost all human lives have been written in literature. Poetry is the expression of imaginative experience expressed by the poet by using beautiful language. Song is short poem set to music and intended to be sung. Message is information, news or request sent to somebody. And, love is much more, it includes such as attitude, trust, positive approval, helpful criticism, positive acceptance, and wish for the well being of the loved one. The purpose of this study is to describe the general meaning, to know the detail meaning, and to know the message of song lyric.

In this study, the writer chose the descriptive qualitative method as a research design. The writer used objective approach, because the writer just wanted to observe content of its song with emphasis on the message and much concern with its object itself in Gary Barlow’s lyrics song only. The object of this study was the lyrics “Forever Love”, the data was derived from every sentence and phrase of the song dealing with general meaning, detail meaning, and message. The general meaning of lyrical song “Forever Love” is about the poet’s love to his lover. He really hopes sincere love, love that never lost by the time, eternal love from his lover and always to be together with her. The detail meaning of lyrical song “Forever Love” the first, the poet wants to tell that in love there are many beautiful ways to express the feeling, in love we can share everything with our couple such as about life, affection, feeling, expectations or wishes and hope all our expectations will be come true. The second, when we feel the true love, we will feel this is forever and etrenal. The third, we do not lie to ourselves that we really love, need, always wants beside him/her and when someone whom we love leave us alone it will be hard to face the life alone without him/her. The fourth, actually we need forever or eternal love from our couple. And the message found in the lyrical song “Forever Love” are the first, in relationship of love we can share everything with our couple, such as about life and feeling. The second, we must brave to express our feeling and do not lie to ourselves that we really need, love and always wants to be together with her/him. The third, when we feel the true love, we believe that our love will be forever and eternal. The fourth, in relationship of love actually we need forever or eternal love from our couple.